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At wharf we’re passionate about designing, manufacturing and 
installing the finest bespoke seamless worktops in the UK. 
From initial design through to ordering and installation, 
we’re also dedicated to making your life easy while saving 

you time and money at every opportunity.

Our new seamless makeover range of kitchen and 
bathroom worktops and splashbacks are a perfect 

example of our passion in action. Ingeniously designed to 
precisely fit over existing surfaces, this highly cost-effective 
solution enables you to quickly revitalise your home without 
throwing away your existing kitchen and bathroom furniture.

Want to know more? 
visit wharfmakeover.co.uk for more details.

wharf 
seamless makeover
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The precision-cut seamless makeover worktop fits exactly over of your existing surface.

Once successfully fitted no trace of your existing worktop is visible.
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Makingmakeovers 
easy.

We believe less really
can be more when it
comes to updating
your kitchen, utility
area or bathroom. 
With the addition of seamless

makeover worktops and splashbacks

you can transform the appearance 

of your spaces without replacing your 

perfectly functioning existing cabinets.

The result? Brilliantly revitalised rooms

without the cost and disruption caused

from stripping out and changing an

entire kitchen or bathroom suite. 

How does it work?
Custom-designed with absolute 

precision, seamless makeover 

worktops fit securely over your 

existing surfaces leaving no trace of

your old worktop behind. All existing

appliances, cabinets and doors can 

be retained, resulting in a highly 

cost-effective makeover that doesn’t

compromise on style or functionality.
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No demolition 
required. Installation
within a day. Highly
cost-effective. It’s fair 
to say the benefits of
fitting a new worktop
over your existing one
quickly add up. 

Then of course there’s the fact you 

can keep all your existing appliances,

sinks, taps, cabinets and doors to 

keep costs down further. This quick,

convenient, mess-free way of 

reinvigorating your kitchen, utility 

area or bathroom also means less 

disruption to your daily life, as 

installers are in your home for much

less time. Plus it’s environmentally

sound too, as there are no old 

worktops to send to landfill.

Keep the best, 
change the rest.

Your hob is carefully removed from the existing worktop and put to one side for later reuse.

The precision-cut new worktop ingeniously fits over your existing surface.

Your existing hob and other appliances are then 

effortlessly reinstalled into your new worktop.



Round the clock 
expertise.

Step 1
Visit a wharf seamless makeover 

designer and choose a décor 

that complements your kitchen 

  or bathroom furniture design.

Step 2
We’ll arrange a convenient time 

to visit your home so we can take 

precise measurements of your

kitchen or bathroom using the 

latest digital technology. 

Step 5*
We’ll arrive at your home and install

your wharf seamless makeover 

surfaces on the agreed date, 

leaving your kitchen or bathroom

flawlessly clean and looking and 

feeling like a completely new space.

*Gas or electrical connections are usually 
arranged through your kitchen designer. 

Call us if you need any advice to 
find a suitable contractor. 

Step 3
A drawing based on these 

measurements will then be sent 

to your wharf seamless makeover

kitchen or bathroom designer 

for your approval.

Step 4
Once approved, we’ll 

manufacture your worktops 

within 12 working days and 

arrange a precise time and date 

for delivery and installation.
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Beautifully simple transformations
We understand any disruption to your home can be a little daunting. 
It’s why we’ve made it our mission to make ordering and installing your
work surfaces as simple as possible. No fuss, no faff, just a few simple
steps, which you’ll find on the opposite page. Once complete, you’ll be
left with a transformed kitchen or bathroom that delivers outstanding
and enhanced performance.

Touch of class
We believe the way a work surface feels is just as important as the way it
looks. That’s why we work closely with kitchen and bathroom designers
across the UK to ensure wharf seamless makeover work surfaces are
available on display to view in person. 

Just head to wharfmakeover.co.uk to find your nearest designer.
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Always on top 
of orders.
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A recipe for 
success.

Let’s be honest, a
happy kitchen can
often be a messy 
one. We’re here to 
make sure it’s a safe
and completely 
waterproof one too.
It’s essential that worktops are 100%

waterproof and easy to clean to 

eliminate any risk of bacteria developing.

That’s the beauty of seamless makeover.

With no open joints, all surfaces are 

easy to clean and keep dry.

Thanks to its non-porous design,

wharf seamless makeover is also one

of the most hygienic surfaces available

on the market, as clean and dry surfaces

are proven to prevent bacteria from

developing. So even when faced with

the messiest star bakers, you can be

confident your surfaces will deliver 

the safety you demand.
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Waterproof design keeps bacteria at bay.Seamless design makes cleaning a breeze. 



Seamless charging
technology.
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The clever way to
charge smart devices.
In a world where connectivity is 

increasingly essential, keeping your

smart devices fully charged is a must.

It’s possible thanks to the Seamless

Charging Technology hidden inside 

our wharf seamless makeover worktops.

Safe, easy to use and super energy 

efficient, simply place your device on

the worktop’s dedicated charge point

to give your battery a boost.

Seamless charging is possible thanks

to a SupaPowa® transmitter with Qi®

technology hidden beneath the 

worktop. However, to make the 

invisible charge point easier to see we

can inlay a contrasting disc of material

into the worktop. The choice, as ever, 

is entirely yours. 

No wires, no sockets, no hassle. That’s the beauty of seamless charging. 

Stay in charge at all times.
wharf seamless makeover seamless charging 

technology is currently compatible with over 

40 smart devices, including the iPhone 8, 

Samsung Galaxy S9 and Google Pixel 3. 

Other smartphones can also be charged 

when fitted with a compatible phone case. 
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Even the kitchen sink
can get a facelift.

We’ve never been 
big fans of change for
change’s sake, which 
is why our seamless
makeover worktops 
are designed to work
effortlessly around 
your existing sinks 
and bowls. 
However, if you’re looking to add some

extra style and practicality you’ll find

we’ve got a wide choice of kitchen sinks

and bathroom bowls available. Will you

choose stainless steel, ceramic or acrylic?

Single or double? The choice, as always, 

is entirely yours.
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Time for an upgrade?
Waterproof, hygienic and easy to clean, wharf seamless

makeover sinks and bowls provide the perfect finishing touch.



Setting a tone for  
excellence.

We understand when
choosing a new worktop
that colour, style and
durability all play a key
role in the decision-
making process. 
It’s why we give a great deal of
thought at every stage of design to
ensure our worktops consistently 
deliver exceptional performance.

Flying colours
The impactful appearance of a wharf
seamless makeover surface is never
simply skin deep. The colourful stone
and patterned effects run consistently
throughout its entire thickness.

Get in the groove
Provided you include an acrylic sink
within your design, drainer grooves
can be can be easily installed into
your wharf seamless makeover 
surfaces without any loss of colour 
or durability. They’ll also protect your
cabinets from drips, keeping your
kitchen looking fresher for longer.
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Ahead of the curve
wharf seamless makeover can be easily curved without any 
loss of colour or the need for unsightly joints. It can follow the 
contours of your existing cabinet design or give you a great 
looking and safe curved corner on your island unit.

Built for everyday stains and strains
Whether whipping up a chocolate whirlwind with the kids or 

carefully preparing dinner, we believe worktops are there to 

be used day in, day out. Its why wharf seamless makeover has 

been designed to be easy to clean and completely waterproof. 

And, in the unlikely event of your surfaces being damaged, you 

have the reassurance that they can be repaired by us to look 

as good as new again.  
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Every décor in the wharf seamless makeover worktop range has been designed to effortlessly complement the colour scheme of

your kitchen or bathroom. Choose from 33 distinctive options, everything from natural plain colours and classic patterned stones to

the guaranteed talking points of Aegean and Jadeite. Décor image scale is 1:2.

●  These decors have a beautifully random veined design. Take a look at the full sheet 1:20 scaled images within the décor swatch pages of this brochure, so that you can see what
your installed worktop décor will look like.  

Plain White (A) Patterned Stone (B)Plain Bone (A)

Patterned White (B) Patterned Dark Grey (B)Patterned Ivory (B)

Patterned Grey (B)

Seal (C) Crema (C)

Patterned Sand (B) Patterned Gold (B)

Patterned Calico (B)

Heron (C) Syros (C)Carob (C)

Aegean (C) Jack Frost (C)Cinnamon (C)

Dolomite (C) Atlas (D)Callisto (D)

Frosted White (D) Sable (E)Graphite (D)

Rossa (E)

Tumbled Stone (F) Fieldstone (F)●

Europa (E)● Mocca (E)

Jadeite (E)

Storm (F)● Titan (F)Breeze (F)●
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Long-term trust. 
Guaranteed.

We understand any kitchen and bathroom facelift is an investment. 
One you rightly expect to enjoy for many years to come. It’s why all 
seamless makeover products come with a ten-year warranty against 

manufacturing defects, giving you complete peace of mind.

For full warranty details please visit wharfmakeover.co.uk 
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While every effort has been made to accurately represent the wharf seamless makeover worktop colours and textures 
in this brochure, we’re unable to guarantee an exact match due to the limitations of the brochure printing process. 

We reserve the right to amend specifications of products without notice. All dimensions are nominal.

wharfmakeover.co.uk


